Star cast of “Friends” Marathi Movie joins EsselWorld for 26th Anniversary
celebration!
24th December 2015, Mumbai: EsselWorld celebrated its 26th anniversary on Christmas
Eve with the star cast of the Marathi movie “Friends”, releasing in the beginning of the New
Year 2016. The event was star studded with some of the renowned young celebrities
invited to celebrate this auspicious occasion. Superstars like Swapnil Joshi & Satchit Patil of
“Friends” were present at the cake cutting ceremony of EsselWorld on the occasion of 26Th
anniversary. The movie is scheduled to release on 22nd January 2016 in entire Maharashtra
. “Friends” directed by R. Madhesh, who has been very popular Director at South India
Film industry. Nayak and many other films in the south are directed by him. He has also
directed big budget Hindi films like Jeans, Hindustani, etc. “Friends” is his First ever film in
Marathi. Unlimited thrills and exciting activities are specially lined to celebrate
EsselWorld’s 26th anniversary.
Asia’s largest theme park has set up “Santa’s Chocolate Factory” to keep up the festive
spirit. The anniversary celebrations will be spearheaded with live Street Acts by jugglers,
clowns, enchanting chocolate themed Magical Parade, Hangout with Fab 5 characters,
Candy Man, Candy Girls and Acrobatic Dance troupe. What better way to celebrate this
Christmas than in EsselWorld where you can also enjoy Rain Dance with Live DJ.
On this cheerful occasion, Shirish Deshpande, CEO - Pan India Paryatan Pvt. Ltd says, “We
are glad to organize such live experiences for our patrons and keep them entertained.
Coming up with unique concepts during festivals to provide pure and active entertainment
is always our aim. We at EsselWorld believe in offering our patrons a distinct adventurous
and joyful experience every time they visit our parks. So, come and be a part of an
unforgettableexperience.”
This Anniversary celebration at EsselWorld is surely going to be memorable that shouldn’t
be missed! Be a part of Santa’s Chocolate factory at EsselWorld from 24th December till 3rd
January 2016.
Date: 24th December to 3rd January 2016
Timings: 10.00 am – 10.00 pm
Venue: EsselWorld and Water Kingdom, Gorai Village, Borivali (W), Mumbai - 400091
Tickets: INR 850/Book Online: www.esselworld.in

About Pan India Paryatan Pvt. Ltd.
Pan India Paryatan Pvt. Ltd. is the holding company of EsselWorld and Water Kingdom the largest amusement parks in India and a subsidiary of USD 6 billion Essel Group. Over
the past two decades these parks have been the pioneers in leisure and entertainment,
thereby successfully entertaining more than 22 million visitors. These twin parks offer an
area of over 64 acres with more than 80 attractions across rides and slides. The Group’s
mission is to redefine the traditional means of entertainment and above all meet the fast
changing consumer needs for active entertainment.

